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Above. A second Austerity tank by Alan Pearson, sent in to accompany his piece on applying small transfers
(page 49).
Below. At the other end of the country is Ian Morgan's layout Freshwater, snapped by Mark Fielder.
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Above. In lieu of an editorial, I thought I would include a photo of my own layout Corrieshalloch, so that you
can see how far I've got. This was taken at the recent Nottingham show, where my work in progress formed part of
the 2mm room. The blue diesels are a stopgap measure until I've built enough pre-grouping Highland stock, and the
cardboard shell is a stopgap measure until I get around to making the station building. Track is a mixture of
Easitrac and PCB, now working nicely and ready for cosmetic chairs and ballast. (The editor.)
Front cover. A small part of the street scene on Copenhagen Fields - so inspiring! (Photo: Mark Fielder.)
Rear cover. A Class 22 diesel hydraulic approaching St Erth (circa 1958), taken by Steve Martin on his
layout "St Erth for St Ives."
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The Lambton Cab Austerity
These locos were part of the scene in the Durham coalfield. Alan Pearson tells us
why they came into being, and how he created one with an etch he got RT Models to
produce.
Photographs by the author.

Abridged history
Anyone not knowing the North East may ask:
what was the Lambton Railway and a Lambton
cab? and why do we see National Coal Board
locos running on BR lines on a latter day
model of the area? (Fence Houses.)
Lord Lambton owned a significant amount of
land in north-east Durham with an ancestral
home at Lambton Castle in its vast grounds,
just across the road from where the North East
Area Group meets regularly. The family tomb
is actually outside the hall where we meet.
Lambton owned a number of pits, with some
small ones even in the castle grounds, and
needed to move the coal to the River Wear for
June/July 2015

shipment. It was 1725 when a wagonway was
opened for this purpose down to Penshaw,
with a further one to Cox Green in 1735.
Other mine owners also built horse-drawn
wagonways and inclines to get over the hills to
the coast. Some inclines were self-acting and
others had fixed steam winding engines. It was
sometime around 1814 before steam locos
were introduced. However, he bought the
Newbottle Wagonway which was operated by
winding engines until the mid 1860s. It was in
1865 that the North Eastern Railway opened
the Leamside to Sunderland branch. The two
railways were close together at Penshaw and an
agreement between them was reached for
registered Lambton locos and wagons to have
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running rights on NER metals down to
Sunderland, with a connection as far as Cox
Green. This remained in force right through
LNER and BR days. In 1911 the Hetton
Railway was added to his list, followed by the
Joicey Railway in 1924, becoming the Lambton
Hetton & Joicey Collieries railway.
It became a vast system with a large number of
locos and its own signalboxes and crossings.
There was a loco works at Hetton, but they
built a large loco works complex at
Philadelphia capable of loco building and
repairs, which became a regional workshop. It
was here that A4 Sir Nigel Gresley was restored
in its early preservation years. From here they
built a main line down to Fence Houses and
Bournmoor where there were more mines and
coke works. This continued to Penshaw and
Cox Green referred to earlier. Another line ran
from this line at Bournmoor to Fence Houses,
passing behind the station platform over a
tandem level crossing with both the national
rails and Lambton rails, to reach exchange
sidings, other works and a disposal point in that
area. This is a very brief snapshot as the overall
information is vast, particularly that written by
Colin Mountford. Overall it was a massive
system with tracks stretching over 70 miles and
perhaps the largest private system in the
country, unusual in the fact that it had running
rights over NER, LNER, and BR rails.
This leaves the cab question unanswered. Once
the collieries had access to Sunderland and
other ports, massive timber coal staiths were
built to speed up loading of ships. At
Sunderland, where Lambton now had control
of both the Lambton and Hetton staithes, rail
access was through tunnels with a limited
loading gauge from the earlier days, so any
locos using them had to have cut down cabs.
There were several designs with sloping sides,
arc roofs or curved roofs, with this particular
style used for the Austerity tanks.

The model
I was increasing my stock of industrial locos
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that regularly see service on the Fence Houses
layout, and apart from the usual Austerity
Hunslets I wanted to build two with the
characteristic cab seen on the Lambton Hetton
& Joicey Railway which became part of the
NCB. RT Models already produced an etch for
a 4mm version, so rather than start from
scratch I approached them to see if they would
do one in 2FS for me. Robert kindly agreed,
and not only shot it down but created a new
2mm etch, missing out the items that were too
small to etch down. This article concentrates
on my building and fitting the first cab, noting
some of the other parts included and how to
go about it. Their range now includes this etch,
available at a very attractive price.
The etch in 8 thou nickel silver is well thought
out and produced, and includes footplate and
saddle tank steps. The reversing lever assembly
even includes the cab lever which is very slim.
The cab sides, roof, and bunker are all one
piece with a separate back and front. This
sounds daunting but is worthy of some
explanation. What at first looks like a cusp on
the front and rear was puzzling, but I realised
that this was a half-etched recess to
accommodate the cab front and rear accurately,
keeping them vertical and at the correct
position. So do not make the mistake of filing
it off!
The basis of my model is a Graham Farish
Austerity loco which had already been fitted
with a 2FS chassis including a flywheel but
needed the detail finalising.
Measuring the length of the cab etch, you will
see it is shorter than the original due to scale
difference. If mounted up to the back of the
tank and firebox the footplate projects beyond
the rear of the bunker whereas it should be
flush. There is plenty left to cut the footplate
back to the bunker, still leaving enough
overhang beyond the buffer beam even with
etched buffer-beam overlays fitted.
There were two alternative options but the best
way was to remove the old cab so that the new
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one sat correctly against the saddle tank. I
wished to retain the two cast blocks inside the
cab which are tapped for fixing screws to retain
the chassis, as I had used them with a beam
carrying the 2FS chassis. With care, the rear of
the cab/bunker front interface will just slide in
front of them. If the alternative had been
adopted, it would have fouled these fixing
points unless the bottom of the cab rear inside
the bunker had been cut away at the sides. The
alternative would have been to retain the old
cab front and reshape it to the saddle tank
firebox profile, extending them both and
pushing the cab further back with less or no
overhang. The former option was, however, the
easier and more to scale whilst retaining my
fixings.
Once satisfied it could be done, and after
removing the chassis, I set about removing the
Farish cab casting, cutting away as much as
feasible of the top part with side cutters to
speed removal. I then lined it up in a machine
vice on my Proxxon milling machine – with a
hard wooden block in the footplate opening
for support, as the sides were to be held in the
vice. The block was actually from a clothes peg
of exactly the right width. Steel block packing
was used below to support the body. Check
that the steps do not project beyond the
footplate or some outside packing may also be
needed. Don’t forget that you are going to cut
down to the top of the footplate, so it needs to
be at the top of the vice fully packed up below.
I had actually started with it clamped down to
the milling table but encountered some
distortion with the firm end clamping sitting
on the steps, so had to resort to the vice to
complete. You live and learn.
I milled away at a moderate speed as I was not
sure if the cutter flutes would clog with nonferrous metal attaching itself to the tool. It’s as
well to check and clean periodically. I milled
down to the footplate and forward to the tank,
gradually moving downwards. To ensure a
square front the tank was cut using the long
travel in one position for each full pass. In the
June/July 2015

Photo 1. The cab area cut away.
meantime I had already assembled the cab, so
knew the inside dimension – more on this
shortly. As I wished to retain the
aforementioned fixing blocks I had to mill
down the outsides so that the cab would slide
down to footplate level. I also had to mill
down the front of the blocks to allow the cab
rear to go down to the footplate, taking the
cutter right up to the edge of the threaded
hole. Similarly the back had to be milled to
allow the rear of the bunker to sit correctly.
Most of the old bunker back was cut away, but
a ledge was left at the bottom to strengthen the
eventual fixing of the new cab to the footplate
(shown in Photo 1). A final trimming of the
blocks was necessary with a file to get the
perfect fit. (First coat the file with French chalk
to stop it clogging with mazac cuttings.)
The cab sides, curved roof, and bunker are all
one etch. Someone shuddered when I told
them, but if bent in the right order with care it
goes together reasonably easily and accurately.
To ease bending, first anneal that part of the
etch by heating evenly until it starts to
discolour and shows signs of going towards a
dull red heat, then set aside to cool naturally,
not placing it on a cold surface such as steel.
Clean up with fine wet and dry paper or a
fibreglass brush ready for eventual soldering.
It’s as well to start rolling the roof curve as
soon as possible. We do not want to do too
much working of the metal as I suspect it may
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possibly work-harden like some non-ferrous
metals, but I am not certain on this point.
I started to roll the roof using a round silver
steel bar on some hard rubber sheet, but
quickly tried a mouse mat that was softer.
Eventually I moved to a wad of kitchen roll as
suggested in the RT Models instructions, and
found progress in rolling the curve much
faster. As I got on to the smaller radius near
the side I moved to a smaller diameter bar.
Keep rolling – just like doing a boiler – and
checking frequently against the cab front curve
for a correct shape and fit, possibly needing
some slight hand assistance. There is another
reason for giving plenty of instructions at this
point as I discovered something to watch out
for. That is, where there are cab sides the metal
takes the curve correctly. However as the cab
doorways go well into the curve of the roof,
the metal at that point does not follow the
curve as you don’t have the sides assisting the
bending, and it bends outwards above the
doors putting a bulge in the roof and pulling
the front and back side pieces together,
witnessed by the doorway being narrower at
the bottom. More rolling is needed at that
position and some gentle persuasion with some
fine smooth flat jaw pliers. Watch that the nose
of the pliers does not make a crease in the roof
though. Be gentle!
Next we come to the 45 degree chamfer
introduced to reduce the loading gauge where
there are both inside and outside half etches. If
I remember correctly, I started the top fold
part way and then, using the fine smooth flat
pliers, made the bottom bend before returning
to finalise the top bend using a concertina
action. The sloping piece is too narrow to hold
individually. This slope carries through to the
bunker. If you have a slim soldering bit you can
complete the bunker, soldering the joint at the
far corner. I say slim because you have still to
get inside to solder the cab back. Before
soldering the cab back and front in place it is
easier to solder the front window frames and
rear grills in place. As they are very fine I did
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not risk using an RSU in case of melting them,
so tinned and sweated them in place. Note
that the instructions show the rear grill bars
vertical but they should be horizontal. These
can now be soldered in place internally with a
slim bit and asbestos fingers, preferably with
dry cloth cover to maintain constant contact
around the curve. The best way is to tack first
at critical points before completing. Check that
the cab is square and has a level bottom.
The cab can now be offered up to the
footplate to check fit, if need be making minor
adjustments if not perfectly square. You will
most likely have to file some metal off the
front of the cast mounting blocks as clearances
are almost zero, in getting it sat right down on
the footplate and ensuring there is no gap on
the front above the saddle tank except for the
safety valve recess. Slight filing at the sides of
the blocks and at footplate level may be needed
if it is not sat down fully. Once satisfied, scribe

Photos 2 & 3. The new cab.
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the footplate at the rear of the bunker, pull out
the rear buffers, and mill the rear of the
footplate to the scribed line shortening by
roughly 1 mm. The outer fold in the cab side
at the top of the chamfer can now be filled
with solder and scraped/rubbed down.
The cab roof and sides can now be detailed,
fitting the roof hatch and slides and beading
around the doorways. These are very weak but
need setting to the correct curves prior to
adding. To my mind they are too weak for an
RSU and again were tinned and sweated. The
doorway beading is the trickiest and you have
to try and tack it at critical points. Even with a
25W pointed iron I melted a hole in one when
adjusting it and had to fill with solder and file
down. If you don’t make mistakes you don’t
make anything. There is an overhang of the
beading into the doorway, unless you have
already broken it off as this is easily done.
Don’t ask! This was for a top support for
handrails so I had to make other arrangements.
If you are to fit buffer beam overlays, file off
the old detail at this stage.
When fitting proper handrails, or any other
work on the tank such as removing cast
handrails, it is easier to do it without the cab in
place. There is still a small gap in the front of
the cab at the safety valve recess, created when
the old cab was removed. Cut a small piece of
scrap etch to shape and solder in place. If like
me you fit a flywheel to the drive you might
want to cut the cab opening back to the
firebox/tank opening to
give maximum clearance.
Note that a standard Farish
chassis is unlikely to fit as
the rear of the motor will
contact the rear of the cab.
The Association chassis is
however suitable.
If
satisfied with the fit, the cab
can now be epoxied in
place. Whilst this article has
dealt specifically with the
cab, it is worth mentioning
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that tank side footsteps and under-footplate
(main) steps are included on the etch. These
fold up to give flanges at the edge which are
lightly soldered, with an intermediate step
being added to the main steps. The tank steps
are fitted by drilling holes in the tank and
inserting the tail with the main steps being
epoxied to the footplate. (Note cyanoacrylate is
too brittle and soldering inadvisable because of
metallurgical degradation.) Locos with this
cab, it seems, all had three steps each side, so
clearances of the centre set are critical to
prevent crankpins causing a short circuit,
especially with DCC, so they are mounted as
far out as possible. I drilled just behind the
vertical section and glued a pin into the
footplate for extra safety. To withstand the
handling in exhibition use, possibly by people
not familiar with them, I chose to leave the
outer cast steps in place at this time. So far the
additional pair of steps is standing up well.
Other aspects of detailing follow normal
accepted methods and a CTe DCX76z chip is
fitted under the cab roof, out of sight.
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Applying very small transfers
Further practical advice from Alan Pearson.

This article highlights the difficulties in
applying very small transfers close to each
other. It relates how not to try and apply them,
and then how to apply them successfully.
The problems arose when trying to apply 1mm
numbers on a small tank loco (see the photo
on p. 42). Yes, these only equate to 6'', but were
what Darlington Works applied to the loco I
modelled. The loco finish was Citadel Chaos
Black, so I applied Microscale Micro Sol to aid
adhesion of the excellent Fox transfers. I cut
one out and tried to apply it as it slid over the
edge of the backing paper, but with being
narrow it did not bridge the gap and stuck on
the edge of the backing instead of on the
model. When I did transfer it to the model
with a scalpel, it floated about as no corner sat
down firmly. Trying to position it with a scalpel
or 0000 brush, even after removing some
moisture, it tended to rotate and slide around
like shunting a wagon. The same happened
with the next numeral after applying more
Micro Sol, and it stacked up on top of the first.
As the BR logo - with an arm out each side went over the edge, the fine yellow outline on
the arms just broke away.
So two issues: how to actually get them onto
the model, and how to locate them? Applying
small one-piece wagon numbers is easy but
small individual numerals close together is
another matter.
One millimetre numbers are very small, so a
very sharp blade should be used for cutting
out. Split a traditional razor blade lengthways
with two pliers and then break off one end at
45 degrees to a point. (I later found I have a
DAFA graphics cutter but not tried it yet.)
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Cut the number out with a tail to the side clear
of any existing numbers, to ease holding in fine
tweezers, with roughly a right-angled end.
Using said razor blade, hold the transfer in
tweezers on a firm support such as the
rounded edge of a worktop, and, cutting away
from you, cut a shallow chamfer on the
backing paper towards the end where the
transfer film will exit. This is the key to getting
them onto the model without damage.
Turn over and on the face score lightly through
the film where you would normally cut the
transfer, so it will release from the film on the
tail.
Now wet the transfer using normal
recommendations. Do not flood the model
with Micro Sol, just minutely dampen the
surface and apply the transfer immediately.
The damp backing paper still held in the
tweezers is the best way of moving the transfer
into position as it makes a line rather than a
point contact, as the latter easily rotates the
transfer accidentally.
After a few minutes it may be safe to dab a
minute amount of Micro Set just below the
bottom and then above top edges of the
numbers using a 5/0 spotter brush. Too much
and the transfers will float away. A few minutes
later this can be repeated between the letters
with great care. Dabbing lightly with the end
of the brush is the only pressure that can be
applied to the transfers or they will move.
Patting with a damp tissue only brings disaster
and lifts the transfers. Leave to dry normally
for 24 hours after applying completely, then
spray varnish; I found Testors Dullcote
excellent.
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Converting a Dapol Siphon G
Tony White
Photograph by the author.

The bodywork on the Dapol external-framed
Siphon is quite reasonable, and would save you
an enormous amount of work to scratchbuild,
but being N and 148:1 it is about 3% oversize
for true 2mm. If you’re happy with that,
however, you can easily convert one to run on
2FS track.
I bought mine on eBay because it was very
cheap, I like the Siphons, and I didn’t have the
energy to scratchbuild one. Its running number
is 1479 but you can still buy them new and get
1451. No. 1479 is part of Lot 1211 and 1451 is
part of Lot 1264, although they are both to
Diagram O11. These two Lots had differences
in the underfames, but were all originally gas lit
and ran on 9ft bogies. There were later changes
of bogie, although this only affected 1451, and
then only the type of spring used.

Bogies
Although the underframe is pretty basic, with
new FS bogies they are pretty acceptable to
many. The Shop does a suitable 9ft pressedsteel bogie etch, and I understand that Chris
Higgs has produced a truer reproduction etch
that is actually to N scale. For the Association
June/July 2015

bogie, mine needed a new bogie fitting that I
made from some 1/8” diam brass drilled and
tapped 10BA to accept a screw through the
bogie bolster. It’s 4mm in length and turned
down to 0.9mm for 2.5mm of length to fit into
the plastic floor.
There are a couple of other improvements that
could be made, although I have not done them
yet.

Roof
If you’re keeping it as a gaslit version, the roof
does need some representation of the pipes
with fine plastic rod.

Ends
Finally the moulded gangway ends badly need
replacing with better ones that are available as
castings. Even some paper strips glued on
representing the scissors arrangement and a
card endplate might improve things. You can
see the need by looking at the photograph and
seeing how it compares to the Siphon next on
the left. The buffers do have correct square
shanks, and comparison with photos suggests
the head diameter to be acceptable.
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Fence Houses - operating manual
Bob Jones shares his instructions for "probably the biggest 2mm layout in the world".
Track plan by the author, photographs as credited.

As I write this, FH (as we call it) has just returned from a successful visit to the Halifax
show, where our scenic department were
awarded “Best Scenic Layout” trophy. Well
done team member Alan Pearson, senior green
scene bod, along with us lesser mortals who
have also contributed. I must also include
honorary team member, that wizard with the
paint brush Mr. Mike Raithby, who not only
painted Victoria viaduct but all 40 odd feet of
back scenes as well. After one or two gentle
‘negative’ comments in the past about the
viaduct’s state of dress, all from one particular
well-respected 4mm modeller, I took notice
and recently got Mike to do some more work
on it. Mike has toned down the stone work
beautifully, and added some more weathering.
He told pals he was going for a dirty weekend
with Victoria!
FH’s next outing (which will be well and truly
over by the time you read this) is Tolworth
Showtrain in Surrey in early November (to be
closely followed by the St Albans show on
10th-11th of January 2015), and as I had
secured the services of some 2FS southern
brethren to help run the layout along with
some of the regular crew, I decided to give
them a written brief on how we do things on
FH, with plenty of time for them to read it all
and hopefully absorb the main points prior to
“having a go” on the weekend. It was at this
point that I noticed our esteemed Editor’s
comment about lack of copy for the 2mm
Magazine. Strange I thought, surely it just
always magically appears every 2 months
without any effort - apparently not! Apart from
a lot of volunteer work (like others in YOUR
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Association) our Editor has to assemble what
is submitted, or write something himself! So I
thought, I wonder if what I had just written to
the proposed gang of helpers for the Tolworth
event would be of interest to the general
membership in getting an idea of what
happens when “probably the biggest 2FS
layout in the world” hits the road. Well in Little Ern’s immortal words: “here is a script what
I wrote”...
Here are some pointers for you in preparation
for the show. Some of you will know some of
this stuff already, but please bear with me, as
I’m thinking of using this missive as a trial that
could help others in the future!
The following is designed to give you a
foretaste of how Fence Houses (FH) is
operated and the various things to look out for.
You will not be expected to remember all of
the things listed here, though it will help if you
do!

General
FH is operated by Digital Command Control
(DCC), with each loco having at least one electronic decoder (chip) installed. Each chip
collects its own loco specific “information”
transmitted through the track rails from a
control unit, thus dictating how the loco motor
performs.
Our ECoS operating system by ESU of
Germany features a base station that is
controlled by a team member, known by all as
the “Fat Controller” (FC). The FC basically
acts as the signalman by changing all the point
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work for the mobile operators.
The mobile operator (you) then uses a handheld radio control unit to operate your train. It
is not necessary for operators to know all the
base station details, but for the technically
minded see the web address www.esu.eu (they
offer an English language version).
This system seems tailor made for the likes of
FH (and no doubt even bigger layouts over the
pond), but would be massive overkill for the
average 2FS layout.
New locos not already on the system need to
be entered in to the database of the base
station by the FC, before they can be used on
the layout. This operation can not normally be
done during the opening hours of a show, as it
takes time to perform, during which the layout
may need immediate attention from the FC in
dealing with other matters. New locos can be
programmed in before opening time, or
sometimes after closing time, if we are not
being chucked out of the hall by then!
The FC will assign each loco from the database
list to a hand-held unit via the radio link in the
base station. This is done at the beginning of
each show after we have designated a loco to a
particular line (Up Main, Down Main, Station
Yard, Colliery lines). To date we have six
numbered hand-held units. The FC is able to
add or subtract locos from individual handhelds due to failures/replacements etc.
Both the base station and the hand-helds can
control engines, but once assigned, a loco will
only respond to the initial unit it was assigned
to. If your hand-held shows a flashing speed
setting when you try to operate a loco, then
either the base station is using it or another
hand held unit has it already. In this case ask
the FC to sort it out for you!

Hand-held controllers
See Photo 1, which shows the hand-held
controller we use (not the latest version, unless
we win the lottery!) You may recognise a
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Photo 1. The hand-held ECoS unit (Bob Jones).
distinct similarity with the earlier infra-red
Dynamis system. I understand both systems
were designed by ESU, so it’s no surprise!
[1] is the four position toggle switch. Use this
for:- A - acceleration (push up); B - deceleration including to full stop (pull down); C move through allocated loco list (push either
left or right) to select desired named loco.
[2] is the direction button (push to change
direction). Normally a loco is stopped before
this button is used.
[3] is the PANIC stop button: ONLY to be
used in an emergency, as it will bring the whole
layout to a stop!
[4] is the light bulb symbol which allows locos
so fitted to have their lights turned on/off.
With some diesel classes on FH in quantities
above one, this facility can help in identifying
which loco is which!
That’s it for now, as you won't need to know or
use any of the other buttons in normal
operating mode. If you do, then it will be
explained to you as and when on the day.
Possible problems may occur when the four
batteries that power the unit are getting low.
The Y symbol in top right of the 60mm x
35mm display screen starts to flash as the
initial warning, so see the FC for battery
replacements pronto!
If the warning symbol is missed for any length
of time, you may find that the whole display
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Photo 2. The level crossing - one small part of a large layout! (Taken by Graham Roberts at the 2012 Expo.)
screen starts to blink on/off and you are left
with a loco that will continue to do what it was
doing from your last control setting - usually
moving! You need to change batteries now, and
make sure there is no problem with the loco
and train, then ensure a free fiddle yard road is
available. As a last resort you may have to
simply lift the loco off the track, being very
careful that no damage is done or, in the case
of tender locos, the loose drive shaft is not lost
or damaged!
Something similar can happen when the screen
tells you it is “sorting loco list” etc, and again
you will not be able to alter any control until
this
finishes.
Follow
the
same
safety/observation procedure as above, except
there is no need to change the batteries.
Occasionally a chip will fail. This is not always
a fire and brimstone explosion, though we’ve
had a few! Sometimes a loco will simply keep
running and will refuse all commands from the
controller. Usually after lifting off the track for
a few seconds and then fitting back on again, it
will respond once more to a command. If the
same thing happens again and again it may be
that the chip is faulty and needs replacing.
Please report any of these to Bob or the FC.

Electrical sections
FH is Big, about 2.5 scale miles all the way
round. At 11.7m x 2.7m it is probably the
biggest 2FS layout in the world! To make things
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easier to handle we have split the layout in to
two electrical sections, the ‘scenic’ and the rear
“fiddle yard.” The scenic section electrics are
extended in to parts of the fiddle yards so that
trains can continue running off-stage and out
of public sight, even if the fiddle yard section
has an electrical fault such as a short circuit
(SC). This saves embarrassing emergency stops
in full public view! See the layout plan below.
The plan also indicates which is Up/South
direction and which is Down/North direction
on the layout. The plan does not show the
recent addition of a gradient connection from
board 14 to boards 13, 12, and 11. See under
“Colliery Lines” below.

Starting to operate
To get you started you will be shadowing an
experienced operator for as long as it takes you
to become familiar with the way the system
works. I think you will be surprised how easy it
will become after only a short practice session
(8 and 9 year olds find it quite easy - I’m not
kidding!) The main thing is concentration and
not getting distracted!

Keeping an eye on things
When controlling a train you will need to both
follow its progress around the layout, checking
often that it is still in good order etc., not lost a
wagon or become derailed, as well as thinking
what comes next. This is essential if we are to
keep something moving on the scenic section
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at all times where possible. Up line operators
should check and confer with their opposite
number on the Down line to see what is
required here. Unless you are 7 foot tall you
will need to use the small foot stools we have
in order to see over the back scenes to confirm
what is happening on the front!
Also under the heading of “what comes next”
is planning which fiddle road your current
moving train will require when it is near the
end of its circuit (or if it is a runaway at fault!).
This is where your friendly FC comes in. Just
ask for any free road that is available in your
yard. Depending on train length it is possible
for more than one train to occupy most of the
roads - just move up any existing incumbent to
make way! Note the Up Yard area is painted
green, and the Down Yard area is painted red
for easy recognition. Handy help when there’s
lots of trackwork about!
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Illuminated gantries
There are two fiddle yard gantries (one for the
Up Main and one for the Down Main) that
show you which of your four lines is ready for
your train. The one green light gives the game
away, as the other three will show red! The
lights are electronically interlocked with the
turnouts forming the route to be taken. Move
your train ONLY when you have the green
light.
Due to some very complicated and
technological forces, commonly known as
gremlins, and usually more active on Saturday
mornings just after the show opens, you may
experience something not working as it should.
Very infrequently a turnout may not function
correctly, even though the green light shows a
clear road. If there is an SC or a derailment for
no apparent reason, then check to confirm if
the turnout blades are correctly set! Tell the FC
if you suspect foul play. It could be a failed
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servo motor or a micro switch that needs
adjusting.

Operating sequence
To date there ain’t one, but we do aspire to
same, especially after visiting Roy Jackson’s
Retford! We’re only just starting to get to grips
with shunting instead of just running in circles,
but at least we’ve started (see below).

Scale speeds
Get used to scale speeds. At 60mph your train
should take approximately 1.25 minutes to
cover the whole scenic section including the
viaduct. At 25mph this equates to nearly 3
minutes. This should give you time to think for
forward planning - assuming everything is
working as it should!

Stock handling
Great care has to be taken in putting any stock
on the track, to avoid causing a SC whilst the
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track is powered. If an SC does occur then it
will only affect the section it is in (scenic or
fiddle yard).
The FC will receive a flashing signal on the
base station that indicates a fault, and will
inform the operators (who may already know)
to sort it out.

Radio head sets
Operators are normally expected to use these,
including an ear piece, in order to avoid having
to shout at the FC, or, in the absence of roller
skates, walk over to talk to him/her to ask for a
fiddle yard route change etc. Also, the FC may
be lonely sometimes and may wish to talk
sweet nothings in your ear! Sometimes the FC
may even have some vital piece of information
to pass on. The radios operate by simply
pushing a small button on a lead attached to
the quite chunky mobile phone size body, and
speaking in to the button. There is a
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belt/pocket hook to keep it attached to you.
Oh and yes, there is a “her” with us at most
shows, and it’s Gillian. Very competent
operator, along with her partner Stuart.

Colliery lines
We have started to develop the operation of
the colliery lines and their connections with the
main lines (additions not currently shown on
the layout plan). Up until very recently the
whole layout was run as a “roundy-roundy” on
the four independent lines that it basically is.
For the colliery this was a nonsense, as most of
its length is either in the fiddle section or out
of sight under the embankment in the scenic
section, whilst making its way up the gradient
from behind the viaduct back scene to its exit
from the colliery buildings just north of FH’s
station site. One of the latest developments
means at some point a loaded coal train will
come out of the colliery exchange sidings and
cross the Up Main to gain access to the Down
Main for a northbound journey over the
viaduct and in to the fiddle yard. When this is
about to happen operators will be informed of
the proposed manoeuvre, and told to stop
certain train movements till the lines are clear.
The train will eventually gain entry to the
Down fiddle yard and subsequently reverse in
to a new colliery line we have installed in order
to return the loaded wagons back down a
gradient to the colliery. One or more trains will
subsequently be assembled using these wagons,
and brought out again as though it were a new
train later on! A real old merry-go-round.
A similar movement, but this time with a
loaded coal train moving out of the colliery exchange sidings and on to the Up Main heading
south, will eventually involve the Up fiddle yard
gantry turning all four lights red, due to the
train crossing from the Up fiddle road to the
Down fiddle road and thence on to the new
fiddle area colliery line mentioned previously,
for the same downward run back to the
colliery.
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Empty wagons will follow a similar routine,
generally speaking, but be delivered in to the
exchange sidings from the main lines instead
of being taken out. A pair of colliery tank
engines will collect these empties and move
them in to the colliery for sending up the
gradient and back to the main lines, as well as
dispensing the full wagons out for the main
line engines to take round the circuit again in
the never ending cycle, assuming it all works
faultlessly!
You may be asked to partake in the fun here as
part of the colliery team, as opposed to the
main line team - especially if shunting is your
forte!
These particular manoeuvres will only happen
relatively
infrequently,
depending
on
stock/operator availability!

Semaphore signals
FH has some working signals dotted around.
None of them are yet connected to an
operating system, but one day those balance
weights will be wired up! The arms are
temporarily set via small bits of Blu-Tack, and
the main posts have brass rod fitted to enable
them to be simply let in to holes in the ground.
Please tell Bob if you notice any problems
(leaning over or twisted out of position etc.)
Each signal is removed at the end of a show
for safe storage.

Working shift pattern and meal
breaks
We aim to have regular breaks between
operating sessions, but it rarely happens as
planned! Maybe you “new blood’’ operators
will instil in us some new organisational skill to
make it happen! We will have to work with the
show management in how they organise
lunches. At some shows the times are
staggered, and at other shows it’s just a free for
all with the best stuff gone in the first half
hour!
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Box spanners
Mick Simpson shares a modelling tip.
Photographs by the author.

I remember reading somewhere that when
choosing the fixing medium for locomotive
bodies to their chassis it is good policy to use
the largest diameter screw humanly possible for
making things easier to assemble and
dismantle. My own particular preference is to
use 12BA screws because in 2mm modelling
they're small enough to be insignificant but
large enough to do the job asked of them.
How many of you, I wonder, get totally
frustrated trying to keep a slotted head screw
on the end of a screwdriver while you locate it
in the appropriate hole and start the thread?
Not to mention the infuriating experience of
finding yourself on all fours when it launched
itself into the carpet abyss. Just digressing
slightly - sometimes when this occurs it's just as
easy and less time consuming to get another
screw out of the box. But if you've already
spent some time cutting the little thing to
length and cleaning the raggy bits from the
business end of the thread the quandary in
which you find yourself, “Have I got a ghost of
a chance of finding this in ten minutes or
should I make another...?” can become
something of a personal crusade. What
normally happens with me is I spend a
disproportionate time unsuccessfully looking
for the little blighter which eventually shows up
when I've dropped an Electra hook in similar
fashion some months later. The Electra hook
as you would guess then forms part of the
Denton Cottages automatic (it seems) queuing
system as the little screw I was looking for
months earlier miraculously appears before my
eyes...!
Anyway, returning to the script - a good long
June/July 2015

Photo 1. Two threaded 12BA screws. The one at the
front has already had its head lopped off and two nuts
soldered on. It awaits being cut in two or if it's shorter
bolts you're after this one could be cut in three and
another nut soldered on. The screw at the rear has the
nuts run on but they are not yet soldered and cheese
head hasn't been cut off. The 5p piece is purely for
effect. Aye - 'ave got money...!
while ago I got more than a little cheesed off
with the little balancing act that had to be
performed every time I wanted to remove a set
of brakes or other appendage from one of my
locomotives or indeed just removing the body
from the chassis.
My solution is to buy a supply of long 12BA
screws and nuts. (I could use the metric
equivalent but I've had British Association
since I started two milling and have lots of
other Imperial taps, dies and whatnots.) I
simply snip off the slotted head of the screw
leaving myself with a threaded rod, pop a nut
on each end, solder in place, clean up the
solder, cut the threaded rod in two and clean
up the threaded end. Result - two 12BA bolts
which can be seen in photo 1. In photo 2 you
can see I am using a 12BA box spanner to hold
the securing home made “bolt”. This in my
view is much better than the balancing act
alluded to previously, even if a bit of blu-tac is
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Photo 2. A fully loaded box spanner.
being used. In photo 3, I am offering it to the
hole of the chassis of the 08 shunting engine I
am currently converting to 2FS - “doddle”, as
Billy Connolly would say. No more searching
on the floor for errant screws.
Have you got a 12BA spanner? No - simply
“google” 12BA box spanners or visit
ekpsupplies.com and search for 'box spanners'
on their site. EKP, which is where I got mine
have a minimum order value of £10.00 so I
bought 8 box spanners, but there really isn't
any need to do that because there are plenty of
little items that you could easily use in your tool
kit that would make up the value. I usually
machine down the business end to allow
getting into those places where space is
restricted. It is also possible to purchase things
called “nut spinners” from the likes of Squires
which will do exactly the same job but these are

Photo 4. The box spanners. On the left is the box
spanner as it came from EKP Supplies. A little wide
at the “spanner” end. My solution was to machine it
down to a slightly smaller diameter to enable access to
those tight little spots we seem to create when building
our miniature locomotives.
a little more expensive than those offered by
EKP and have a large handle, whereas the ones
I'm talking about are very neat and ultra
portable. Photo 4 shows two 12BA box
spanners together. One has been adapted by
machining a little from the end to make tight
corners easily accessible.
I know what you're thinking - why did I buy
eight box spanners? - I have gloat boxes
containing half-built things all over the place
and most of these little projects, if they involve
any kind of engineering, will use the box
spanner and bolt system. Having a
number of them available to place
in the relevant project box means
I'm not demented when a senior
moment prevents me from
remembering where I've put my
12BA box spanner.

Photo 3. This is the reason for
acquisition of box spanners and
fabrication of bolts. It's really so
easy to accomplish the task you
see in the picture.
June/July 2015
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More entries from the modelling competitions at the 2014 AGM (photographs by Mark Fielder). The three steel
coil wagons are by David Smith, while the brake van is by Andy Carlson.
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